
   JACT LATIN SUMMER SCHOOL 

     www.latincamp.co.uk / follow us      

 on  Twitter (@WellsLatinCamp) 

Wells Cathedral School 

MONDAY JULY 23rd – SATURDAY AUGUST 4th 2018 

The JACT Latin Summer School will once again be held at Wells Cathedral School in Somerset. All meals and tuition are included. 
Accommodation is provided in shared rooms within boarding houses on the school site. Facilities include tennis courts and a swim-
ming pool, with the local shops and market just a few minutes away. Transport can be provided from Bath station if required. 

“Great set up and great teaching. Hard work but 

great people and some awesome memories.” 

Why come?    

 You have never had the opportunity to study Latin but would like to learn – absolute beginners are absolutely welcome! 

 You are learning Latin at school in preparation for GCSE / A-level, or you want to bridge the gap between the two 

 You are already taking A-level and are considering a Classical course at university 

 You are intending to read a subject at university, or undertake postgraduate research, for which Latin would be useful 

 You are teaching, or intend to teach, Latin.  We can, in some cases, cater especially for those taking a PGCE in Classics 

 You have begun Latin at university and need to reinforce your knowledge of the language 

 You are none of the above but just have a love for Latin—any ages or backgrounds are equally welcome! 

 

What's on offer? 

 12 days of concentrated focus on Latin language, literature and culture 

 3 formal teaching sessions per day, giving the chance to read whole texts, both prose and verse 

 A full programme of lectures on aspects of Roman life and literature, with speakers from universities and museums 

 A range of ‘grammar clinics’ to help those who feel their grammar needs a boost 

 The chance to meet university lecturers from a variety of Classics departments. 

 Organised excursions to Bath and Wales (Bath is included in the course fee) 

 Classical drama production and workshop Roman cookery classes 

 

To apply: www.latincamp.co.uk for full details and online application. (Full residential course fee is £770 / tuition only is £350) 

 

Sponsors: we gratefully acknowledge the Classical Association, Cambridge University Classics Faculty, Trinity College Cambridge, 
Craven Committee, Jowett Trustees and Friends of Classics for their ongoing financial support 

 

If you have any further questions after reading the website, email aboyt@norwich-school.org.uk 

“I was really surprised by the fact that we 

could all have so much fun and learn so much in only twelve days!” 

mailto:aboyt@norwich-school.org.uk

